WHAT KIND OF ECONOMY IS CONSISTENT WITH THE GOALS OF ECONOMIC JUSTICE, ECOLOGICAL BALANCE AND GENUINE SECURITY

This conference is about the structure of power in Australian economic and political life. It will focus particularly on the economy and the way it narrows political choices, jeopardises the environment, increases the threat of peace, and widens the gap between rich and poor.

Issues, Themes and Debates:

- Which way for the future: economic growth vs. the steady-state society? For everyone from Paul Keating to Laurie Carmichael, the answer to Australia's economy lies in growth, and more growth. But for environmentalists, the rush for uninhibited growth threatens, not only the creation of a sustainable society, but the very survival of the planet.

- Australia's problems are part of the crisis in the world economy? Does the solution rely with a more self-sufficient and self-reliant Australia, or with a different type of relationship to the world market economy?

- If the economy is to be changed to meet the real needs of Australians, how does the structure of government have to be altered? Is a radical rewriting of our constitution a key prerequisite for establishing economic and political democracy?

- Can an economy like ours be democratically managed? Does the answer lie in grass-roots control, or is national planning necessary and feasible?

- In a new Australian future, the culture will have to be reclaimed. What is to be White Australia's relationship with Black Australia? What is the alternative to a media-dominated, Macdonald's culture?

- What sort of politics and political organisations will reclaim this new future? What have the social movements got to offer? Are trade unions part of the solution or part of the problem? What can they learn from each other? Is there anyway that grass-roots politics can be combined with effective national organisations? A new political party or a new political movement?

OPEN TO ALL: This is a conference open to anyone who sympathises with the goal of radically reshaping Australia?

PLENARIES, WORKSHOPS AND PANELS: The emphasis is on participation. There will be opportunities for imaginative and constructive debate on a wide range of economic, political and cultural concerns. For those beginning to feel their way on these issues, there will be plenty of introductory workshops.

UNDERSTANDING AND ACTION: This conference is about increasing our understanding, formulating campaign priorities and linking strategic issues to concrete action.

Rainbow Alliance is a new political movement bringing together people currently active in peace, environmental, gender, social justice and union issues. It aims to encourage cross fertilisation between these streams of activism, and to make the connections between issues often viewed in isolation from each other.

SPEAKERS will include:

Boris Frankel
Richard Tanter
Joe Camilleri
Lorrie Reid
John Wiseman
Jack Mundey

Belinda Probert
Drew Hutton
Janet Hunt
Jim Falk
Peter Christoff

RAINBOW ALLIANCE

A movement of people with many shades of opinion, but one common aim of ending the exploitation of people and nature

Organized with the support & participation of the Centre for Urban Studies & Programmes
Application form:

I wish to register for the REMAKING AUSTRALIA conference:

Name: ..................................................

Phone: .................................................

Address: .............................................

I enclose registration for:

Full ($30.00) ........................................

Concession ($15) .................................

I require childcare for .......... children,

aged ..........

Send cheques and registration form to:

REMAKING AUSTRALIA CONFERENCE,
P.O. Box 122,
Niddrie, Vic. 3042

VENUE: Melbourne College of Advanced Education,
(757 Grattan Street, Carlton,
Cnr. Grattan & Swanston Sts.)

TRANSPORT: Trams Nos. 1, 15 from Swanston St.,
Bus Nos. from City to Lygon & Grattan Sts.

DATES & TIME: Saturday, 12th March, 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.,

Sunday, 13th March, 9 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.,

Monday, 14th March, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

LUNCH will be available for about $5
(CAA catering).

ENQUIRIES:

Maria Bohan 419-5588 (Work)

Joe Camilleri 379-1711 (Home)

Richard Tanter 486-1384 (Home)

REMAKING AUSTRALIA:

PEOPLE IN CONTROL OF POLITICS, THE
ECONOMY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Labor Day Weekend,
March 12-14, 1988

Melbourne College of Advanced Education,
757 Grattan Street,
Carlton

Organised by
RAINBOW ALLIANCE